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Abstract

Objectives: The software security and its proper measurement involve various tools and techniques. To make software secure its foundation stone, the requirement, should also be secure and therefore the integrity control for requirement at the same phase became the objective for delivering secure requirement and so forth the software. Method/Analysis: The past research study entails about less secure software deliver by industries and among the major cause of security lacking, one cause is integrity to requirements. Requirement integrity can be observed as trustworthy, complete and veracity requirement for producing secure software. Only conceptual notion of integrity is not capable to make any component secure but it must be depicted in understandable and quantifiable idiom for assessing the better security solution to requirement and therefore to software. Findings: MQI® (Model to quantify integrity) for requirement at requirement phase of software development process is a new assessment technique that tries to satisfy all major constraints regarding secure requirements and so forth for software. To implement this new technique relevant set of values in terms of input is captured for proper data management from various live projects undergoing in some software companies of repute. An appropriate quantification of requirement data is also furnished for sufficient checking of security level and its efficiency. The technique has also been validated through capturing online shopping data so that its implications may also be assessed accurately. Novelty/Improvement: As far as the application of this technique (MQI®) is concern, the article emphasis on complete usability of online functioning at its highest level of integrity that maintains security with the boundary conditions of e-commerce.
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1. Introduction

The biggest challenge by software professionals is to build secured software. Various integrity requirements are available for software organizations which are qualitative, but for accurate estimation it is necessary to have measurable requirements1. To compute security it is better to analyze requirement constructs by means of security pillars that can be considered as availability, confidentiality, and integrity. By accomplishing such implementation, this possibly will facilitate security experts to reduce security flaws right from beginning of the software development.

CERT has developed SQUARE methodology that emphasizes on needs and its acceptance of residing security requirements well in advance5. According to a survey on security perspectives it was revealed out about the software that minimum security features hold sixty percent of higher business threat as compared with the software that are already secured. The studies reveal the truth that secure software knows how to diverge significantly according to user requirement, updated design and its implementation6,7.

2. Addressing Integrity Requirement at Initial Phase of Software Development

Security demands that integrity information should provide an assurance as the data must be authentic and
complete. Traditionally data integrity has been maintained by security models based on the physical behavior of the requirement specifications. These specifications can be formalized by requiring data correctness.

Integrity can easily be captivated if unauthorized person performed any changes either intentionally or accidentally to the system. Loss of integrity lead to incorrect data and if it is not recovered quickly then the decision made by the software results inaccurate and erroneous. To avoid integrity breach in initial phase of software development that is requirement stage, the developer must ensure about the appropriate modification done on data that has occurred in data structure. Any secure communication must allow trusted mechanism such as authorization or authentication in order to process complete and secure operation. The completeness of requirement should be incorporated in order to ensure the traceability and Unambiguity of requirement.

3. Security Quantification

Assessment of security can be performed through quantification and there are different methodologies and approaches available which are either theoretical or best practices with respect to implement security. At any circumstances if unnecessary requirement violates the security, it gives negative impact to its acceptance level. Security quantification will help the software developer to achieve the security goals and cut down the cost of reuse. An integrity model is anticipated in order to quantify security at requirement time so as to clarify the relationship between requirement and security. The principal objective of model has been used to classify the qualitative features of security metrics that can assess through requirement perspectives.

4. Establish a Relation between Security Attributes and Requirement Parameters

For any secure software, the three basic security pillars considered are: confidentiality, integrity and availability. A number of security metrics are surviving during system level or design level. Hackers try to identify the inaccuracy of the system through which they make the system insecure and hence exploit it. Researchers and developers have observed that the weaknesses are generally found during design time of software development. To remove weakness from software during design time, it is mandatory to gather secure requirement at early stage of development. The fundamental requirement constructs are examining Unambiguity, complete, understandable and traceable quality characteristic with respect to SATC's attributes. Metrics are helpful to maximize/control the attributes of an entity. In order to increase potency of metrics related to security approach with relevant to requirement parameters are taken from. To increase maximum efficiency of protection at requirement time, it is requisite to remove ambiguity and volatility at any stage of the requirement which ruled out unnecessary privileged of services.

Figure 1 illustrates the importance of study in order to establish a contextual relationship between requirement attributes and security factors such that security can be quantified with available set of requirements.

5. Model Development to Quantify Integrity

To evolve protective quantification model from requirement perspectives, standard quality models have been considered on this basis. The following steps are involved in order to develop model to quantify integrity at requirement phase (MQIR):

- Recognition of quality factors that control integrity at requirement phase.
- Identify requirement characteristics.
- Establish correlation between them.

The relationship between the security factors and requirement attributes are based on virtual importance of individual factors which shows a major effect on security at requirement time that directly correlate the quality traits and is proportionately evaluated. The coefficient is acquired with the help of multiple linear regression line. Multiple regression equation is established with association shown among the data variables as dependent data and multiple independent data. Thus the equation may represent the way as follows:

\[ Y = m_1 X_1 + m_2 X_2 + \ldots \ldots \ldots + m_n X_n + b \]
where
- \( Y \) represents dependent data variable,
- The independent data variables \( Xs \) are associated to \( Y \) and are presume to elucidate the variation in \( Y \) which is plotted on \( X \) axis.
- The \( m1, m2, \ldots, mn \) is the slope of line in equation that represents regression coefficients of individual independent data variables.
- And \( b \) is the \( y \)-intercept.

Taking into examination as similar, an equation has been established in order to quantify integrity of requirement. A requirement use case structure of Online Banking System is depicted in Figure 2 to quantify integrity. The seven versions of requirement structure diagram are being depicted for evaluating measured value which is illustrated in Table1. The data requisite for accepted integrity values is being used from 18. The multiple linear regression models are integrated for the smallest set of integrity metric and its conclusion is depicted in equation (3).

\[
\text{Integrity} = b + m1 \times AR + m2 \times CR + m3 \times UR + m4 \times TR
\]

(2)

\[
\text{Integrity} = -0.201 + 0.563 \times AR - 0.137 \times CR + 0.082 \times UR + 1.186 \times TR
\]

(3)

6. Validation of Model through Statistical Analysis

The feasible examinations are beneficial to validate proposed integrity model in order to set up its efficacy for realistic use. A trial examination for proposed integrity model namely Model to quantify integrity (MQIR) at requirement phase has been performed for validating using sample tryouts. The specifics of validation and data regarding integrity formulation is performed for ten version of requirement diagram based on online shopping system shown in Figure 3 and the calculated data is represented in table 3.
Table 3. Integrity Estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement Diagram</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>Standard Integrity</th>
<th>Computed Integrity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RD1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD2</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD3</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD4</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.9543</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD5</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD6</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD7</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.7786</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD8</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD9</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD10</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. 2-t Test for Integrity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of Samples</th>
<th>Mean Value</th>
<th>Std. Div. Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Integrity</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed Integrity</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$t$ Score = 1.99
P (Two Tailed) value = 0.062
Correlation Coefficient = 0.834

Null hypothesis (H0): It is stated that there is no significant difference between standard integrity and computed integrity.

H0: $\mu_1 - \mu_2 = 0$

Alternate hypothesis (HA): It is stated that there is significant difference between standard integrity and computed integrity.

HA: $\mu_1 - \mu_2 \neq 0$

In the above hypothesis $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are treated as sample means of population. Mean value and Standard Deviation value have been computed for specified two samples and represented in Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficient comes out to be 0.834, that shows the standard integrity and computed integrity is highly correlated. The hypothesis is tested with level of significance of 0.05. The $p$ value is 0.062. Hence, the acceptance of null hypothesis directly discards the alternate hypothesis. Therefore relation used for integrity computation is accepted.

7. Conclusion

A Model (MQIR) has been developed to quantify integrity from requirement perspective at the initial stage of development of software. It estimates the integrity with reflect to requirement parameters which are influenced according to their weight. A multiple linear regression method is carried out to quantify the model. The early quantification signifies the quality of software at the early stage of SDLC. Hence quantification of integrity enhance the security at the initiation of the software i.e., at requirement phase. The projected model has been validated and statistical analysis implies the acceptance of the model.
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